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Changes to Application Signature & Authorized Representative Guidance

• Policy has recently provided new guidance regarding acceptable signatures for
valid Medicaid applications and valid designations of authorized
representatives
» Changes involve:
• Assistor signatures on applications

• Designations of authorized representative
• Signatures on applications when the authorized representative is an organization
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Assistor Signature Previous Guidance
• Previously, we have provided guidance that an assistor could sign the
Medicaid application and the application would be considered valid
»The county would have to contact the individual to verify their intent to apply for
Medicaid and obtain permissions to ping the Hub and use AVS

• OAC 5160:1-2-01(G) used to state the agency must accept and register any
signed application
»This rule was revised effective 12/14/2020 and the word ‘any’ was removed

This previous guidance is no longer accurate
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Assistor Signature New Guidance
• OAC 5160:1-2-01(G) still requires a signed application for Medicaid
• Policy has clarified that an assistor can help an individual complete an
application, but the assistor cannot sign the application
»A signature from anyone other than the applicant or authorized representative is an
incomplete application
• Application is not valid

• If an application is received that is signed by an assistor, the county will need to
contact the applicant or authorized representative and acquire a signature for
eligibility to be explored
• EXCEPTION: An assistor can still sign a Medicaid application when the applicant
is deceased or incompetent with no authorized representative
»The county would follow guidance under 5160:1-2-01(F)(5)
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Assistor Signature New Guidance
• Policy has clarified that two unmarried adults who do not file taxes together
cannot apply for Medicaid on the same application
»Federal regulations indicate an adult who is not part of the same tax filing
household would need to submit a separate application
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Assistor Signature New Guidance Example 1
Lucille helped her neighbor, Ethel, complete an application for Medicaid.
Ethel is the only one applying. Lucille signs and submits the application.
Lucille is not the authorized representative for Ethel.

How should the county proceed with this application?
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Assistor Signature New Guidance Example 1
• The application for Ethel that was signed by Lucille is not a valid application
• Before exploring Medicaid eligibility for Ethel, the county will need to
contact Ethel to obtain her signature or Ethel’s designation of Lucille as her
authorized representative
»Once Ethel’s signature or appropriate authorized representative designation is
obtained, Medicaid eligibility can be explored for Ethel using the initial
application date
»If Ethel’s signature or the appropriate authorized representative designation is
not obtained, Medicaid eligibility cannot be explored for Ethel
• The county will need to perform a Negative Action using the Administrative Closure
reason to deny the block
–A NOA should not be issued for incomplete applications
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Assistor Signature New Guidance Example 2
Martin applied for Medicaid for himself and his girlfriend, Gina. Martin
provided a signature and stated that he files taxes as single with no
dependents. Martin was unsure about how Gina files her taxes. Martin is not
the authorized representative for Gina.

How should the county proceed with this application?
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Assistor Signature New Guidance Example 2
• The application that Martin submitted for himself is valid
»The county should process the application for Martin as normal and explore his
Medicaid eligibility

• The application signed by Martin is not a valid application for Gina
»Gina is not a part of Martin’s tax filing household
»Gina would need to apply for herself
»The county would need to contact Gina to inform her that she will need to submit
a separate application for herself
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Who Can Do What?
Updated April 2021

Authorized
Representative

Healthcare
Power of
Attorney

Financial Power of
Attorney
(Must grant authority to apply
for government benefits)

Assistor

Guardian

1

Can sign application for Medicaid
individual
Can provide information about the
Medicaid individual to the agency
Can name a different person as an
authorized representative

Only if specifically detailed
in POA document

Can receive information about the
Medicaid individual without a
signed release of information
Can grant permission to ping the
hub and access AVS
1 An assistor can still sign a Medicaid application when the applicant is deceased or incompetent with no

authorized representative. The county would follow guidance under 5160:1-2-01(F)(5) to process the application.
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Authorized Representative (AR) Designations
• OAC 5160-1-33 discusses the designation and responsibilities of the
authorized representative
• OAC 5160:1-2-01(F)(2) discusses the agency’s responsibilities relating to
authorized representatives
• Policy recently provided expanded guidance on the designation of an
authorized representative
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Authorized Representative (AR) Designations Previous Guidance
• Previously, we have provided guidance stating that an individual must
designated an authorized representative in writing
»The ODM 06723 Designation of Authorized Representative form could be used to
make the designation but was not required
»A written statement listing the duties the authorized representative can perform
could be used to make the designation
»The designation had to be signed by the individual

• All were considered valid AR designations
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Authorized Representative (AR) Designations Expanded Guidance
• Policy has provided expanded guidance for when an authorized
representative designation is considered valid
»What remains the same:
• The ODM 06723 Designation of Authorized Representative form is recommended but
not required
• If another form or written statement is used, the designation must identify the duties of
the authorized representative
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Authorized Representative Designations Expanded Guidance
• What has expanded:
»The designation must state that the authorized representative agrees to maintain or be
legally bound to maintain the confidentiality of any information regarding the individual
provided by the administrative agency – OAC 5160-1-33(B)(2)
»If the authorized representative is an organization, the designation must state that the
authorized representative affirms that he or she will adhere to the regulations in 42
C.F.R. Part 431 Subpart F (as in effect October 1, 2015), 42 C.F.R. 447.10 (as in effect
October 1, 2015), 45 C.F.R. 155.260(f) (as in effect October 1, 2015), as well as other
relevant state and federal laws concerning conflicts of interest and confidentiality of
information – OAC 5160-1-33(E)
»The designation must be signed by the individual and authorized representative
»Protected Health Information (PHI) cannot be disclosed to the authorized representative
unless the individual had completed and signed the Authorization of the Use and
Disclosure of Protected Health Information section of the ODM 06723 form
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Authorized Representative Designations Expanded Guidance
• The authorized representative designation is considered incomplete (not
valid) if it is missing any of the following information:
»Individual’s signature
» AR’s signature
»Duties the AR can perform
»Agreement that the AR will maintain the individual’s confidentiality
»Agreement that the AR will adhere to regulations and laws concerning conflicts of
interest and confidentiality of information if the AR is an organization
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Authorized Representative Designations Expanded Guidance
• What happens if the county receives an incomplete authorized
representative designation?
»This is not a valid AR designation
»The designated person cannot be added to the case as the AR or provided with
any case information, checklists, notices, etc.
• The agency can still accept information from the designated person as an assistor

»The county would need to send the ODM 06723 form to the individual to obtain
the missing information
• Once the missing information provided, the designated person can be added to the case
as the AR
• If the missing information is not provided, the designated person cannot be added to
the case as the AR
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Authorized Representative Designations Expanded Guidance
• What happens if the county receives a completed authorized representative
designation but there is no authorization to disclose PHI?
»This is a valid AR designation
• The individual is not required to grant the AR access to his/her PHI
• The designated person can be added to the case as the AR
–The AR will still receive case information, including NOAs and other correspondences

»The AR will not be able to access PHI for the individual
• PHI includes medical records and information about services/treatments

»If the individual wishes to allow the AR to access the PHI, the county would need
to send the ODM 06723 to the individual to complete and sign page 2
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ODM 06723 Designation of Authorized Representative Form
• The ODM 06723 Designation of Authorized Representative form and
instructions for completing the form are available on the Medicaid website
»Instructions:
https://www.medicaid.ohio.gov/Portals/0/Resources/Publications/Forms/06723i.
pdf
»Form:
https://www.medicaid.ohio.gov/Portals/0/Resources/Publications/Forms/ODM0
6723fillx.pdf
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Signature on Application When AR is an Organization
• Policy has recently clarified that when the AR is an organization and the AR
signs the application, the signature must be the name of the actual
organization employee who completed the application and not the name of
the organization
»The AR cannot sign the application with the name of the organization (i.e.,
Medassist, HumanArc, Hospital Referral Services)
• If an application is received with the organization name listed as the signature, the
county would need to send a new signature page to the AR requesting the
signature of the person who completed the application
»Once the new signature page is obtained, eligibility can be explored for the individual
using the date the initial application was received
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Snippet of AR Form Designating an Organization as the AR
INDIVIDUAL’S NAME HERE

The portion outlined in red shows that an organization has been named as the AR.
The county can request identification to verify an individual is an employee of the
organization before disclosing information – OAC 5160-1-33(B)(1).
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Snippet of AR Form Designating an Organization as the AR
The signature page of the AR form should have the signature of the individual
and the signature of an employee of the organization
INDIVIDUAL’S SIGNATURE HERE

ORGANIZATION’S EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE HERE
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Example of an Unacceptable Signature on the SSP Application

If application is signed by an AR that is an organization, the Applicant Role
Description should be ‘Non-Applicant’ and the Signature should be the
name of the organization employee who completed the application
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Example of an Unacceptable Signature on the SSP Application

The name of the organization
employee who completed the
application should be listed here
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Example of an Unacceptable Signature on the SSP Application

The name of the organization employee
who completed the application should be
listed in the Signature field and the
Description field can identify the person
signing as the AR
The person signing the application should
complete the ‘Please Complete the
Information Below About Yourself’
section
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E-application Signature Information

The information about the person completing the application can be found in the
yellow boxes if this information is completed on the E-app. The red boxes indicate
someone other than the applicant signed the application. It will be important to check
this information to determine if the application has a valid signature.
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7216 Application Signature Information

Signature page of 7216 (page 8)
instructs the AR to complete
Appendix C (page 14) of the 7216

It will be important to check this information to determine
if the application has a valid signature
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7200 Application Signature Information

AR information can be
listed in Section 5, but a
separation AR
designation still
required. Section 12
must be signed.
It will be important to check this information to determine
if the application has a valid signature
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Renewal Packet Signature Information

Signature page of renewal packet
(page 9) instructs the AR to check
the box and complete Attachment
A on page 10 of the renewal
packet

It will be important to check this information to determine
if the renewal has a valid signature
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Entering an Organization as AR in OB
• To add an AR to the case, follow the steps listed in the Administrative Roles
job aid located on the OB Project website:
https://ohiobenefitsproject.ohio.gov/Asset/Search/id/29/xmps/1759
»Enter the last part of the organization’s name as the last name and then enter the
first part of the organization’s name as the first name
• Organization Name: Helping Hands
–Last name entered as Hands
–First name entered as Helping
–NOTE: Gender is not required
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Entering an Organization as AR in OB

• After completing the remaining steps in the Administrative Roles job aid, the
AR will be listed on the Case Summary screen
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